
Taking its cues from mid-century Danish 
design, the clean, angular lines of our 
Copenhagen sofa provide an eye-catching 
contrast to the plump seats and soft, rounded 
bolster cushions. Classic button tufting and 
smart piping provide an elegantly tailored 
aesthetic while the open base lightens its 
overall profile.

Kiln dried solid timber frame with structural composites.
Solid rubberwood legs. Foam core seat with feather and 
fibre blend topper. Loose feather and fibre blend back 
cushion. Highly resilient webbed suspension. 
Button-back detail provides a tailored aesthetic.

Available in light grey and shell Austria fabric, 90% 
polyester 10% linen and in ocean and iron Cuba fabric, 
73% polyester 27% acrylic.
Available in caramel and black charme full grain leather.
Also available in navy Cozy velvet 85% cotton 
15% polyester.
Koyoto fabric; Oyster. 82% polyester 18% acrylic.
Courier leather; brown or tan. Full grain leather.

MATERIALSTHE STORY

FABRICS & LEATHERS

Armchair
w 107   d 100   h 83

2.5 seat sofa
w 208   d 100   h 83

LAF chaise
w 81   d 177   h 83

RAF chaise
w 81   d 177   h 83

2 seat sofa
w 159   d 100   h 83

Ottoman
w 152   d 64   h 44

2 seat modular LAF
w 148   d 100   h 83

2 seat modular RAF
w 148   d 100   h 83

Copenhagen
Sofa range

*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on 
either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary 
for changes to be made to product specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of 
product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson before placing your order. Please refer to website for 
care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz



Configurations
229cm

177cm

2 seat modular LAF & 
chaise RAF

243cm

248cm

Corner terminal LAF 
& 2 seat mod RAF

Corner terminal LAF
w 243   d 100   h 83

Corner terminal RAF
w 243   d 100   h 83

*Note: measurements are in centimetres and are approximate only.
Explanation: LAF and RAF: Left Arm Facing and Right Arm Facing; as you stand in front of the sofa the arm will be on 
either the left or right side of the modular component. Please refer to website for care instructions: www.freedom.com.au 
While we aim to ensure that the information on this tearsheet is correct at the time of printing, it is sometimes necessary 
for changes to be made to product specifications. To avoid disappointment, we suggest that you obtain confirmation of 
product specifications and availability with your freedom salesperson before placing your order. Please refer to website for 
care instructions: www.freedom.com.au or www.freedomfurniture.co.nz


